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INTRODUCTION

OUTCOME MEASURES

Disease Background, Rationale for Plasma Arginine Control and Current Disease
Management

Primary Endpoint

E-057

• C
 hange from baseline in plasma arginine levels at week 24 (based on the treatment means of the change from
baseline in individual patients for the active and placebo arms)

• A
 rginase-1 deficiency (ARG1-D) is a serious, progressive disease with early mortality and high unmet medical
need due to an autosomal recessive disorder of arginine metabolism1

Secondary Endpoints

• K
 ey clinical manifestations typically present in childhood and include:
		 – Neuromotor defects including spasticity, impaired mobility and balance leading to loss of independence1
		 – D
 evelopmental delay and intellectual disability impacting school performance and educational
achievement1,2
		 – Episodic hyperammonaemia3

•	Clinical response endpoint: A clinical responder is defined as a patient with an improvement in at least one
of the following clinical response endpoints at Week 24: 2-Minute Walk Test (2MWT), Gross Motor Function
Measure Part D (GMFM-D) or GMFM Part E (GMFM-E), as defined in Table 2
•	Response rates for each individual component of the clinical response endpoint

• A
 rginine and arginine-related metabolites accumulate in the plasma of patients with ARG1-D and are believed
to be the key driver of most of the observed disease manifestations, which significantly impact day-to-day
functioning and progress over time to more severe complications1,4–7
• C
 urrent disease management approaches utilising severe protein restriction do not consistently lower plasma
arginine levels to the current recommended plasma levels of less than 200 μmol/L8 and rarely, if ever, achieve
control into the normal range (40–115 μmol/L),9 with a resultant limited impact on disease manifestations and
continued disease progression10,11

Insights from Phase 1/2 and Open-label Extension Trials in Patients with ARG1-D

•	Other clinical outcome assessments:
		 – Functional Mobility Scale 5, 50, 500 metres
		 – GFAQ
		 – Vineland Adaptive Behaviour Scales – II
• E valuation of safety, including immunogenicity
• P
 roportion of patients with plasma arginine <200 μM and within normal range (40–115 μM)
• F urther characterisation of the pharmacokinetic profile of pegzilarginase

Table 2. Clinical Response Endpoints Defining a Clinical Responder

•	Pegzilarginase is a modified human ARG1 enzyme that has higher catalytic activity, improved stability and a
longer half-life than the native enzyme12
•	Treatment of patients with ARG1-D resulted in marked and sustained reductions in plasma arginine,
improvements in important disease manifestations, and an overall clinical responder rate of 79% (11 of 14
patients) following 20 doses of pegzilarginase13

Assessment

Component

2MWT

Distance walked

Improvement by ≥9%

Part D

Improvement by 1.5 to 3.3 points based on GMFCS

Part E

Improvement by 1.8 to 4.0 points based on GMFCS

GMFM

•	Pegzilarginase was well tolerated and the rates of treatment-related adverse events decreased over time

Definition of baseline deficit

2MWT = 2-Minute Walk Test; GMFCS = Gross Motor Function Classification System; GMFM = Gross Motor Function Measure.

•	Breakthrough designation for pegzilarginase in ARG1-D was recently granted by the US Food and Drug
Administration14

Statistical Considerations
• T he primary analysis will compare the mean decrease from baseline in plasma arginine levels in patients
treated with pegzilarginase vs placebo after 24 weekly doses, based on the average of the last four plasma
arginine measurement results, which satisfy strict pre-specified criteria

TRIAL OBJECTIVE
• The Pegzilarginase Effect on Arginase 1 Deficiency Clinical Endpoints, or PEACE (CAEB1102-300A;
NCT03921541) is a pivotal phase 3 trial designed to evaluate the efficacy and safety of pegzilarginase
treatment relative to placebo in patients with ARG1-D

• S ample sizes of 10 and 20 patients randomised to placebo and pegzilarginase, respectively, achieve 98%
power to demonstrate a difference in mean plasma arginine levels of 200 μM at the 0.05 significance level
using a two-sided Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon Test, assuming a common standard deviation of 120 μM

• PEACE is a randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled, multicentre phase 3 trial in patients with ARG1-D

• A
 dditionally, this number of patients provides more than 80% power to detect a statistically significant
difference of 40% between the group proportions for the clinical response endpoint at the 0.05 significance
level using a Fisher’s Exact Test

• The trial consists of a 3- to 4-week screening period and a 24-week treatment period, followed by an open-label
extension period of up to 150 weeks in which all patients will receive pegzilarginase treatment (Figure 1)

SUMMARY

• The target enrolment is 30 patients

• A
 RG1-D is a severe progressive disease, which presents in early childhood with manifestations that
significantly impact daily functioning

TRIAL DESIGN

Figure 1. PEACE study design.
Patients with
ARG1-D
≥2 years old

R
2:1

3–4 weeks

• C
 urrent disease management fails to substantially impact the marked elevations in plasma arginine levels,
leading to continued disease progression, worsening impairment in daily functioning, diminished quality of
life, severe disabilities, and early death

Pegzilarginase 0.1* mg/kg
IV (n=20)

• E merging data from the phase 1/2 trials strongly suggests that pegzilarginase has potential as a substantial
improvement over available therapies in patients with ARG1-D

Open Label Extension (pegzilarginase)†
Placebo IV
(n=10)

24 weeks

• P
 EACE is the first ever pivotal Phase 3 trial in patients with ARG1-D and it is anticipated that the data
generated will provide a new foundational basis of disease knowledge and an in-depth understanding of the
efficacy and safety of pegzilarginase in this patient population
Key insights from Phase 1/2 trials

Up to 150 weeks

Optimising duration of arginine control to
enhance the potential for clinical response

*Dose can be modified based on plasma arginine levels with maintenance of blinding. †The first 8 weeks of the open-label extension will be blinded.
ARG1-D = arginase-1 deficiency; IV = intravenous; R = randomised.

Patients

20-dose data demonstrated that 6MWT,
GMFM-D, and GMFM-E are suﬃciently
sensitive to change for capturing clinical
beneﬁt in patients with ARG1-D

Key inclusion criteria
• A
 ged ≥2 years with a diagnosis of ARG1-D and with plasma arginine levels ≥250 μmol/L to allow statistical
testing of the proportion of patients who achieve plasma arginine below medical guidance of 200 μmol/L
• A
 ble to maintain a stable consistent diet for the duration of the blinded period

Impact of unplanned missed dose
on plasma arginine control

• A
 ble to remain on stable doses of ammonia scavengers, anti-epileptic therapy and/or medications for
spasticity during the blinded period
• A
 ble to perform and successfully complete clinical assessments and must have a baseline deficit in one of the
components of the secondary clinical response endpoint as shown in Table 1
Key exclusion criteria
• H
 yperammonaemic episode requiring hospitalisation within 6 weeks before starting treatment

The 0.1 mg/kg dose is anticipated to achieve plasma arginine control in
patients in the active arm with an added ability to adjust dose in a
blinded manner to maximise plasma arginine control
A clinical responder is deﬁned as a patient with an
improvement in at least one of the 2MWT, GMFM-D, or GMFM-E
clinical response endpoints at Week 24
Final plasma arginine level follow-up for primary endpoint determination
is based on a strict criteria for post-dose arginine testing

Introduced additional complementary mobility assessment tools
(FMS and GFAQ) as secondary endpoints

2/6MWT = 2/6-minute walk test; FMS = Functional Mobility Scale; GFAQ = Gillette Functional Assessment Questionnaire; GMFM (-E or -D) = Gross Motor Function Measure (Part E or D).

• A
 ctive infection within 3 weeks prior to receiving the first pegzilarginase dose
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• P
 articipated in previous interventional studies with pegzilarginase or currently participating in other
clinical trials
• H
 istory of hypersensitivity to polyethylene glycol

Table 1. Definition of Baseline Deficits for Key Clinical Response Endpoints
Assessment

Component

Definition of baseline deficit

Timed walk test*

2MWD (m)

Bottom 15th percentile for age and sex

Part D

<35 of 39

Part E

<68 of 72

Gross Motor Function Measure†

Capturing change in dependence on
walking aids is clinically meaningful

Translation to Key Design Elements for the PEACE trial

*National Institute of Health Toolbox (US Department of Health and Human Services, Washington, DC, USA) motor domain dataset (2-minute walk endurance test); Oeffinger et al.
2MWD = 2-Minute Walk Distance; Part D = standing; Part E = walking, running, jumping.
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Dosing

Note: Secondary endpoint amendments were approved on 25 July 2019

• T he weekly intravenous dose of pegzilarginase 0.1 mg/kg was selected based on data from the phase
1/2 trial13
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• T he selected dose is anticipated to achieve good control of plasma arginine in the majority of patients in the
desired target population
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